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Ken Lockley on
Cervia and finishing Westco Pioneer.

Working out a model boat's size and weight
from Ron Hillsden.

Erebus and Terror
Edward White

Plus: Message from a new President
AGM minutes and show and tell
RC cars, a new kid on the block.
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2022 Executive Committee

Well the weather has been interesting
these last few weeks and the devastation it has
wrought is immense. That said, with the cooler
temps it makes for good building weather so
hopefully you are all getting a chance to work on
your projects.
As many of you know we have cancelled
the Christmas Dinner again this year due to the
ongoing COVID Pandemic. The new strain of the
virus will be watched closely to see if we have to
take a step back and return to Zoom meetings, so
let’s enjoy the time we have to meet in person.
December 18th will be our Lighted Boat
Parade at Harrison Pond so dust off your lights
and mount them onto your boat and see you out
there. There are many options for lights with some
not being that expensive. I have used battery
operated lights that you can pick up at the Dollar
Store, Drug Store, or Hardware Store, with great
success, the LED ones being the brightest. Come
on out and test your boat driving skills in the dark,
it is a wonderful experience. We will be meeting
around 4:30 pm which should give some ambient
light before the sun sets to get your boat in order.
A headlamp is a good thing to have to assist in
setting up your lights in low light. Let’s hope the
weather cooperates and we have a great time.

(cont. p.3)

President: Dave Nelson
VicePres: Mike Claxton
Secretary: Ron Hillsden
Treasurer: Mike Creasy
Director @ Large: Calvin VanElsakker
Binnacle Editor: Edward White
Quartermaster: Vacant
Membership: Bev Andrews
All above area code (250)

812 1942
4796367
4795760
8884860
4775830
3856068
4792761

ON THE RADAR
Upcoming Events
Lighted Boat Parade
Harrison Pond
4:30 pm. December 18th.

Meetings: Second Thursday 7:309:30
St. Peter's Anglican Church, Lakehill
3939 St. Peter's Road
Upcoming meeting: December 9th.

Sundays 911
Harrison Model Yacht Pond (HMYP)
Dallas Road at Government Street

LANGFORD LAKE
Wednesdays 9:30
Langford Lake, Leigh Rd. at Trillium
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From the Bridge (contd.)
We are looking for ideas of activities for the club and person(s) to organize those activities.
Rick Gonder has posted several pictures of other clubs that have put on events suggesting we could
do this. We can do something like this but we need someone to organize these events. A word of
caution with the ever evolving COVID threat that we do not get ahead of the curve and continue to
follow public health measures until we reach a steady state with the health measures.
Please bring your ideas of activities you would like to see the club participate in.
Have a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
David


Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society
Annual General Meeting Nov 11 2021
St Peters Church
Call to order at 7:30, with 10 members present
The order of business for AGM per our Bylaws 3.14

a. Elect a chair if necessary
Ron Hillsden, President for 2021 chaired the meeting
b. Determine if there is a quorum
There is a quorum
c. Approve the agenda
The agenda was approved Moved Calvin Van E, 2nd Jim Cox
d. Approve the minutes of the last General Meeting
Minutes of the last AGM were approved, moved Calvin Van E, 2nd Jim Cox
e. Deal with unfinished business from the last AGM
None
f. Annual Business
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1. Receive the Financial Report for the last Fiscal Year
Published in the Binnacle
2. Receive any other Directors Reports
None
3. Elect or Appoint Directors
All positions were filled by Acclamation
g. Deal with any new business, including matters about which notice has been given to the
members
N/A
h. Adjournment 7:45


Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society
General Meeting Nov 11 2021
First Meeting of New Fiscal Year, chaired by President Dave Nelson
Welcome: New Members or Guests?

No

Outreach: Ron Armstrong is recuperating at home after suffering a stroke
Old Business
Policy on Donations is being developed.
Upcoming Events
December 10 meeting. No Christmas dinner this year. Entertainment at the meeting will be
members showing how they decorated their boats for the Christmas light up.
December 18 is the Lighted Model Boat Parade at Harrison Model Yacht Pond at 4:30.
Request members who have camp lights or other portable lights to bring them to so members can
see to set up their boats. It is dark there, folks.
New Business
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None
Donations:
This heading will appear on all agendas and minutes so members know what has been
donated and how it was dealt with.
Entertainment and Round table
• Members Projects (warships re Remembrance Day meeting)
Ron Hillsden, 1/72 Corvette HMCS Shediac
Dave Creasy, Park Class WW2 freighter
Dave Nelson 1/48 corvette HMCS Camrose
Ken Lockley 1/120 Destroyer HMCS Sioux
Jim Carson USN PT Boat
Adjournment:8:35
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Terror and Erebus, the ships of the Franklin Expedition.

A "mortar" has come to mean a smooth barreled, short gun designed to project a missile in a
high arc. It's missile is known as a "bomb" rather than cannonball, bullet, or shell. Mortars developed
from "Bombards", from whence came the name "bombardment". So if your business includes
attacking your enemy's coastal cities, a useful and relatively cheap vessel is a "bomb vessel" carrying
one or two mortars, but otherwise lightly armed.
The mortars are mounted on an open deck, and that deck structure needs to be very, very
strong, because of Newton's "equal and opposite reaction" to launching a heavy bomb. The bomb
vessel will probably go into action at anchor in shallow water so it doesn't need to be fast or
manouverable, but it needs to be able to carry a heavy load of ammunition.
Well, for two centuries or more the Royal Navy's main occupation was attacking France,
wherever France could be found. So they kept on building bomb vessels for the purpose.
After 1805, the Royal Navy had effective control
of the seas, and its interest turned to the protection
and assistance of long distance trade and empire. In
that quest, it became more interested in exploration
and charting of the polar seas and coastlines. After
Cook's voyages in the Pacific, it was well known that
there was no easy passage through North America in
temperate latitudes, but in spite of repeated efforts
from John Cabot onwards, the possibility of a North
West Passage through the arctic ice was still not
settled. Part of the hazard of polar exploration was the likelihood of the ships getting trapped in the
ice, which would crush a lightly built hull. So the Navy turned to its strongest small ships, the bomb
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vessels.
Terror,(the fifth bomb vessel of that name) had been built in 1813, and sent straight into action
against the United States in the War of 1812. She was part of the Battle of Baltimore and the
bombardment of Fort McHenry. (The words of the "Star Spangled Banner" were written by Francis
Scott Keys inspired by the action at Fort McHenry.) At the end of that war she was laid up until March
1828, when she was recommissioned for service in the Mediterranean, but removed from active
service after damage suffered near Lisbon.
Around 1835, she started a refit for polar exploration, with a reinforced bow, and in 1836 she
set off under the command of Captain George Back for an expedition to Hudson Bay. She was
trapped by ice for ten months and never reached her objective of Repulse Bay. At one point the ice
actually pushed her 39 feet up the side of a cliff. That takes a bit of doing on an object that weighs
some 700 tons.
In the spring of 1836, she was further damaged by collision with an iceberg, and limped back
across the Atlantic to Ireland. The Admiralty temporarily repaired her in Ireland and sailed her back to
Chatham for a full refit.
In 1839, Terror, along with another
converted bomb vessel, Erebus, (built in
1826) was despatched to Tasmania to
explore Antarctica under the overall
command of James Clark Ross. The
Captain of Terror and second in command
was Francis Crozier. This successful
expedition named and explored the Ross Ice
shelf, made enough magnetic
measurements to infer an accurate position
for the southern magnetic pole and, over the
course of three seasons, made extensive
collections of the fauna and flora of the
southern ocean.
After their return to Britain, another assault on the NorthWest Passage was planned and both
ships were extensively rebuilt. Locomotives from the London and Greenwich railway were installed
as engines driving single screws, (retractable for ice protection), bow and stern were armoured with
steel plates, and their decks were crossplanked to better resist collisions with or pressure from being
bound in ice. They were provisioned for three years, partly with the latest food technology, 8000 tin
cans, and including two tons of tobacco and 7,560 litres of liquor. (That sounds like a lot, but it's 53 ml
per man per day).
This time overall command was given to the 59 year old Sir John Franklin, who had undertaken
two NorthWest Passage expeditions some twenty years earlier. The first was disastrously
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underfunded and unsupported down the Coppermine river and
then eastward. Franklin mapped about 1000 km of the arctic
coastline, but lost 11 of the twenty men who had started with
him, and came so close to starvation himself that he was
afterwards known as the man who ate his own boots. He
learned from the mistakes and his second expedition was much
better equipped and supported. This time he went down the
Mackenzie river and explored westward as far as modern day
Brownlow Point in Alaska. A detachment of 12 of the expedition
went eastward from the mouth of the Mackenzie and mapped
the coast as far as the Coppermine, linking to Franklin's previous
knowledge from the Coppermine eastward. The expedition was
a major success, Canada's north coast had now been mapped
all but around 500 km.
This image of him is a daguerrotype photograph in 1845.
Franklin was given an appointment as Governor of Van Diemen's Land (Tasmania), in 1837.
He was removed from this in 1843, and returned to England under some kind of cloud. So the
chance to lead the discovery of the last bit of the NorthWest Passage in 1845 must have been very
tempting.
The expedition with Franklin in the Erebus and Francis Crozier again captaining the Terror, left
England on the 19th May 1845. The expedition was last seen by Europeans on 26 July 1845, when
Captain Dannett of the whaler Prince of Wales encountered Terror and Erebus moored to an iceberg
in Lancaster Sound.
That is, until 7th September 2014, when the wreck of Erebus was found off King William Island
by CCGS Sir Wilfred Laurier and then on 12th September 2016 the wreck of the Terror was also
found. Parks Canada is the agency sponsoring these searches and continues to explore and record
the wrecks.

EREBUS
TERROR
It is now believed that the expedition wintered on Beechey Island in 1845–46. Terror and
Erebus became trapped in ice off King William Island in September 1846 and never sailed again.
According to a note later found on that island, Franklin died there on 11 June 1847, but the exact
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location of his grave is unknown. There is Inuit oral testimony from the 19th century that they had
contact with one or both vessels, but much more about their final days and the fate of their crews
remains to be learned.
Anyway, our interest is in the two vessels themselves and the possibility of modelling them.
They were unique and fascinating, the Terror especially, being by the time of her loss a 31 year old
ship but packed with the latest and best technology of the time.
The Terror's basic specs are:
Tons burthen  325 ("burthen" is her capacity to carry cargo in standard wine barrels Why??)
Length 102 feet
Beam 27 feet
Complement 67
Engine 30 hp. steam
Original armament: 1 13 inch mortar
1 10 inch mortar
9 cannons.
The most fascinating part for me is her engine. It was
a "Planet" type locomotive 220, with the twin cylinders
inside the frame beneath the boiler. It appears that it was
dropped into the Terror as a complete unit athwartships, with
the original drive wheels acting as flywheels and the prop
shaft connected to the centre of the driven wheel. There,
straightaway, is a superb project for you railway modellers
and all kinds of technical arguments to be settled,
(condenser?, differential or solid coupling?, boiler flushing
interval on seawater?, coal consumption? (Terror is said to
have carried coal for 14 days steaming)).
Wikipedia actually gives us the name of the similar locomotive in Erebus, it was "Twells" after
John Twells, a director of the London
and Greenwich Railway.
Terror's original Admiralty
drawings are available, with details of
modifications overlaid, presumably from
the Greenwich Maritime Museum.
Erebus was a very similar ship, just 3
feet longer and with 2 feet more beam.
Since there were 8 vessels built in
Erebus's Hecla class, her drawings are
almost certainly also there.
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But for us as modellers, two huge resources are
available for Terror. The first is a build blog for a 1:48 scale
model by an anonymous modeller on  https://
buildingterror.blogspot.com/2018/04/buildingyourownhms
terror.html . Then there is a kit available for a 1:65 scale model
from OcCre (www.occre.com) together with YouTube video
tutorials on how to build it. (115 of them!!!) That's strictly a static
model, but who knows what ingenuity lurks within our club?.
The 1:48 build blogger's work was the basis of the kit and he was also was appointed a
consultant to the film crew of AMC network's "The Terror" so the details of the ship that show in that
movie are authentic. The story, not so much.
There's not so much available on Erebus, but
in their refit for the Franklin expedition, the layouts of
the two ships were largely standardized. An
uninitiated person would have difficulty telling the
difference between them.
Their sailing qualities were significantly
different. Terror was more tender than Erebus,
unable to carry as much sail in heavier weather,
and there were frequent occasions when Erebus
had to slow or stop for Terror to catch up. This was
deliberate, the Hecla class, to which Erebus
belonged, was designed specifically to address the
poor sailing qualities of the Terror's Vesuvius
class. This gave Erebus a taller, bluffer bow and a
greater tonnage (375 burthen against Terror's
325). Erebus therefore could carry more ballast
and hence more sail.
A working model of either
would need to have ballast in an
external false keel to be stable
enough. But with this hull
shape, there should be no
difficulty in adding lots of lead.
Erebus's displacement is given
in Wikipedia as 715 long tons
(2240 lbs), so a 1:48 model(26
inches long), would weigh 14
1/2 lbs. 4 1/2 of those pounds
of lead slung ten inches below
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the keel and she should perform well at Harrison Pond, ten pounds to go into the rest of the model,
easy! I am guessing at a draught of around 12 feet for the originals, 4 inches for the model. So a low
aspect ratio false keel, a foil 9 inches square with a lead torpedo, and a perspex rudder extension,
should make her a much better sailer than the original.
The original's maximum speed under sail was probably not better than ten knots and we know
that her engine could only achieve 4 knots so the model would be realistic at 1.5 knots sailing and 0.5
knots motoring.
Planking the hull would be a major challenge with the very bluff hull shape, I suspect that I
would want to start with a styrofoam plug to make a fibreglass hull instead. There's plenty of hull
room for the small geared motor that would be all that's needed. Sail control would be a challenge,
but quite possible with slight simplification of the rigging. A smoke generator for the stove pipe would
be a delightful touch.
Transport is going to be fiddly, it won't play well with dogs or young kids, but you wanted your
own van anyway!
Incidentally, the two ships that Parks Canada has used in the current excavations, the Sir
Wilfred Laurier, and the research vessel David Thompson, are both very pretty. (Maybe next month).

AFT CABIN WALL AND STERNLIGHTS
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A Change of Pace  Afro RC.
Bill Wainwright came across this Radio Control Car outfit at Eagle Ridge Community
centre in Langford. If you fancy trying out an RC car they will rent you both a car and their
track by the hour. If you like it they have all the gear for sale. Might be a good alternative to
Harrison Pond on a bad day in January! Or a treat for a grandkid.
www.AFRORC.ca, 7786881701, afrohobbyshop@gmail.com.

This Month's Internet.
Wikipedia for, John Franklin, HMS Terror, HMS Erebus, Coppermine river Expedition,
Mackenzie river Expedition, Ross expedition to Antarctica, Planet locomotive, London and
Greenwich Railway, Battle of Baltimore, and lots more.
https://buildingterror.blogspot.com for the build log
www.occre.com for the Terror kit and YouTubeoccre Terror for the videos.
https://www.pc.gc.ca/en/lhnnhs/nu/epaveswrecks, for Parks Canada about the
discovery of the wrecks.
Google maps to find where it all is.

The Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society is a
nonprofit club, open to all, established in
1978 under the Societies Act of B.C.

